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I have a larger German N Gauge layout (Irgendwohn im Allgäu) which is 12 feet long and of the roundyroundy variety but it takes significant time and effort to transport and build up at exhibitions and requires a
lot of intensive operation so I wanted something easier for small exhibitions. As I have always liked trams
I decided this layout was to feature trams rather than trains but to be built to a modular standard so it
could be part of larger layouts for trains to run though.
So two 4ft by 2ft baseboards from one of my old projects were
stripped and cleaned as much as possible and tram track laid where I
wanted it with some of the curves as tight as the trams could traverse.
Then my biggest concern was in trying to decide how to build up the
baseboard to the rail level so that the rails are properly sunk into the
ground at street height. One suggestion was to mark out the track
then cut it out of the existing baseboard and then lift the remaining
baseboard to rail height. Whilst this was probably do-able, it still felt
like a lot of work to reconstruct the baseboard to the two different levels. Another suggestion was to mark out the track and then, with a
router, go all the way around and create a sunken track bed for the
rails. Again, probably do-able if you are sufficiently skilled with a router. I am not!! The other option was to apply a layer of plaster across
the whole baseboard to the rail height. This would have used a lot of
plaster and I was concerned about the effects of drying out and cracking—especially with all the movement it is liable to get as it goes out
to shows and other events.
However, the above did trigger some further thought and I came up
with a plan. I created a paper copy of
the baseboard area outwith the tracks (because paper is easiest to manipulate and cut) and then recreated the shapes on card (because card is more
durable). Once completed, these card templates were transferred to a
sheet of 2mm MDF which is the nearest depth to the sleeper height and the
MDF cut out and glued in around the rails. I was also advised that the surface needs to be slightly lower than the rail height both for track cleaning
and because if the surface and rail height are equal the trams tend to ride
off rails. The gap between these bits of board and the rails (over the
sleeper ends) was filled in with decorators caulk and smoothed level (left).
One of the biggest challenges was always going to be the infill between the
rails to hide the sleepers and maintain the level road surface whilst not impeding the trams. There was a very nice module at the N Scale Convention in Stuttgart which had trams running on a fairly realistic tramway.
They had created the in-fill using 1.5mm pvc with the edges chamfered to
go over the rail mounts on the sleepers.
I did try this approach with some 1.55mm acetate and it was fine—until I got
to the corners. Thinking back on it, there weren’t many corners on the
German module and the track was fairly straight. Trying to cut the acetate
with the bends correct proved to be an exercise beyond my capabilities.
Back to the drawing board then and thoughts of a different solution.
Doing some research I found a possible solution from “RailNScale” who
produce a roller with two ridges to sit between the rails and which imprints
cobbles—or other patterns—onto a plaster surface. The Trade picture
(right) shows this well but I suspect taken of a larger scale. Like all
good ideas—relatively simple.
And so the roller was ordered.
Next to get some suitable plaster or clay which “air dries”. This
was found as a DAS product simply called “Modelling Material”. It
was duly ordered through Amazon and arrived the next day.

Eventually the roller arrived from a company called Shapeways who fulfil the orders for RainNScale and
they do the resin printing for them.
The clay is pulled from a large block, massaged into a thin roll and then pressed between the rails. The
roller is then passed over the clay and leaves its imprint on the surface which is then left overnight to
harden. Sounds easy? Well, it’s a bit more fiddly than that because the initial excess needs to be taken
off before rollering—and even then, if there is a surplus of clay it forms waves as the roller passes over it.
I found the roller quite small and not particularly easy to use. It would be much better if it had a handle—
like a paint roller. I ended up putting a pencil through it for a spindle but eventually found a small paint
roller from which I removed the paint head and this sits in the roller. The other issue is that the pattern is
so fine the roller easily gets blocked up with clay and needs regular cleaning to print the pattern.
After the clay has been rolled, the excess outside the rails can easily be removed before it hardens.
Initial impressions the next morning were that you could still see where the sleepers are —this was not
noticeable before the clay dried. However, once an undercoat of dark paint was applied the sleeper pattern became less obvious. Once dried and painted the excess clay can be removed from the sides of the
rails using a sharp knife or something similar. It takes a little bit of practice and experimentation to get
the right effect—but it can be done with patience and perseverance. However, I have yet to tackle the
points at this stage!
The cobble effect surfaces around the rails have been partially covered with the block effect sheets supplied by Redutex. It is simply a matter of removing the backing paper from the Redutex plasticised
sheets, applying them to the required area and trimming any excess. Again, this sounds easy, but requires a bit of care and practice to make non obvious joints and to get rid of air where the sheet has not
gone down flat. Once in place and dried it loses any flexibility and can’t be removed to replace it properly. It can be heated with a hair drier or something similar to form it into particular shapes or curves.
The picture (right) shows another view looking from the
end of the board towards the Bus/Tram station with the
main station over on the left. The white, as yet untreated plaster of one tram route can be seen snaking from
the centre up and towards the right where it curves
around the back of the Town Hall to come back into the
tram stop in front of the station.
Some of the buildings have pavements as part of the
base, but others do not and therefore a sheet of Perspex
has been obtained from Homebase which is being cut up
onto which the buildings will be glued and the Perspex
will be painted to provide a pavement area. The Perspex base can be seen in the picture on the right. Dowel pegs were inserted into the baseboard with a corresponding hole in the Perspex base so that blocks of
buildings are kept aligned and in place for transportation
but easily removable for cleaning or other work.
After the cobbles were laid and buildings placed (many of these changed as the layout developed) holes
were drilled in suitable positions for the catenary masts and the overhead wire attached. At the back the
railway track was installed using Kato Unitrack complete with a double scissor crossing so that trains can
run from any corner to any opposite corner. So three trains can be on the layout at any one time shuttling back and forth either crossing tracks or going straight along.
As well as the isolated sections at each corner the points are isolated when set to cross.

With the Kato points you can only change all four blades at once and cannot select just one crossing but I
don’t see this as a problem for this installation. Rather than use the Kato point switch which is bulky and
non-standard I used a double pole, double throw, centre off microswitch with non-locking at either side.
But you do need to get the wiring right.The tracks are spaced such that the ends are standardised to the
IngaNet module standard so the layout can be joined into a modular layout. Even though the Kato track
is ready ballasted I have added extra ballast to the sides of the track and also ballasted the space between the tracks. Each end has a buffer block which can be removed for connecting to a modular layout.
The layout was well received and attracted more attention than the much larger and more impressive
Irgendwohn im Allgau did the year before. From that perspective I consider it a success. However, it
was not without some problems.
The trams took a while to settle down and lots of track cleaning, poking and prodding took place on the
Friday. However, by Saturday they were running quite smoothly and by Sunday they ran very well. That
said, in order to achieve this, the point blades were soldered to achieve a permanent connection for power
to the point blade and we didn’t dare to run with the pantograph up on the catenary because of the floor
bouncing up and down when some people marched past. Other exhibitors had bigger problems than we
did with the bouncy floor—so we weren’t alone there.
All of the trams running are of the Duewag type and come from the Arnold stable. However we soon discovered that the newer Hornby Arnold versions wouldn’t run successfully over the points and in some other places. Closer inspection revealed that the wheels are much finer than on the original Arnold models
which provides slightly less clearance for the bogies—hence they ground on places where the older ones
are fine. These incidents led us to make the decision to remove the points from the layout in the tram/bus
station area. This was a fairly major piece of work with the embedded track and reduced the number of
trams we can have on the layout but is necessary to improve the running of trams—especially the new
ones. There is another set of points into the transport museum but as these are not so prominent I am
going to leave them in place for now.
Anyway, the photo right shows how the
scene looks today with the points removed from the station area. There are
aspects with which I am still not happy—
but it’s getting there. I still havn’t managed to paint the actual tramways a colour which blends in with the surrounding
blockwork and there are a few other areas
which need some attention but the average viewer seems to be quite happy with
what they see and find the trams something of a novelty. If I was clever enough
I might have had moving buses as well.

The scene to the left is looking into the
market place and Hbf from the front right
of the layout at which point a bicycle has
collided with a VW van and an ambulance and fire engine (both with flashing
lights) are in attendance. The cyclist is
being removed by stretcher but there is a
secondary casualty still being treated.
Although the fire engine is modern it
doesn’t look too bad but I really do need
a new ambulance and finding a suitable
vehicle for that purpose is proving very
difficult. There are som modern ones—
but they look too modern for this layout.

This photo
shows the
whole layout from
the front right corner.
The two baseboards
join just about where the
light grey changes to black.
The two rail tracks can just be
seen poking out from behind the
hotel on the right. This is designed to
the modular specification and so the rail
tracks run in a straight line across the back of
the model. The explanation (when in stand-alone
mode) is that the tracks suffered winter damage and so all trains terminate and return from whence they
came until the tracks can be repaired which is going to take several months owing to the severity of the
landslide which damaged them.

The tram track itself is essentially a continuous loop as can be seen with a couple of isolated sections at
the Hbf tram stops. Quite a simple concept but it does look quite impressive to the casual visitor. The
original idea was to run this as a digital layout so that any number of trams could be deployed but we have
not, as yet, even tried this as remembering the individual vehicle numbers and selecting them in time to
stop the trams appropriately just seems to be adding an additional level of complexity. It has also been
said that I should be using the new DCC
Hobbytrain trams which have built in
sound. But again, I don’t really see what
advantage that would offer as trams don’t
make that much noise and the oompah
band playing outside the pub would
drown out any sound anyway.
What oompah band did you say? You
didn’t? Well, I’ll tell you anyway. It’s a
12 piece Bavarian band which is entertaining the crowds in the little square outside the pub. The music comes from an
ipod docking station which sits under the
layout—again, more visitor entertainment.
You would be surprised how
many parents tap their feet to the music.

The layout is going to Eurospoor in Utrecht (as
part of a large modular layout) this October so it will
be interesting to see how it is accepted over
there—especially by the many German modellers
who will be providing most of the modular layout.
But there is still a lot of work which needs to be
done before I am happy about taking it to display
before such a critical audience who themselves set
very high standards of modelling.
Another recent addition is on the other side of the
church where a wedding is taking place and the
guests have formed a circle to take pictures of the

bride and groom (above) on the church steps
while the trams trundle past) (right). Another
little scene which requires a bit more work but
the lady visitors like.
The left hand side of the layout is more industrial and includes factories, workshops
(below) where some welding is taking place
courtesy of a MERG flasher unit and an old
engine shed which has been turned into a
transport museum with a collection of old rail
vehicles and buses on display.
The view below is looking back along the layout from the left end.
The train tracks are just
out of shot on the left.
So it’s coming on nicely
but requires more work. I
was planning to have
moving road vehicles as
well but that part of the
project has been temporarily shelved until such
time as inspiration comes

to me and I work out how to do it successfully. There isn’t sufficient
space to keep moving trucks and trams apart on the same bit of road
around the industrial area so I can see a few accidents occurring.
Not what you really want at shows.
The backscene has some flat
sides from card building kits (Schreiberbogen) on it to add an illusion
of greater depth but the backscene and area immediately in front of it
still needs some embellishment and plans are in hand for that.
The layout contains around 62 plastic building kits, innumerable cars
and vans, many buses and hundreds of figures and other bits – including bier steins. So it has been, and continues to be, an interesting and challenging project with advice and encouragement from
friends but it is well accepted by both modellers and family visitors
who enjoy seeing the trams weaving around the buildings.

